In this paper, a new self-adaptive image encryption algorithm is presented, which takes on a thorough integrity protect function and can be used in data validation. First, ergodic matrices are used to realize the position permutation algorithms. In particular, several novel methods of scrambling are proposed. By analysis of the weakness of pure position algorithms, a novel improved self-adaptive algorithm is proposed, which is strong under known-plaintext attack on image encryption. Finally the speed and safety of the new algorithm are analyzed and some simulation results are given.
Introduction
Due to the development of communications technology, information security becomes increasingly important.
The wide use of multimedia technology and the improvement of network transmission gradually lead us to acquire
The basic ideas can be classified into three major types: position permutation [2−5] , value transformation [6−8] , and the combined form Refs. [9, 10] . The position permutation scrambles the positions of original data, can be realized with ergodic matrices. In this paper, we introduce the concept of ergodic matrix, and use it to uniformly present scramble algorithms based on pixel shifting. The value transformation algorithms transform the signal value. For example, each pixel is transformed by a neural network in Ref. [6] . Finally, the combined form performs both position permutation and value transformation. For Example, Kuo et al. [9] encrypt the signal by scrambling its phase spectrum.
In this paper, we propose a new image encryption/decryption algorithm belonging to the category of the combined form. According to the weakness of pure position permutation algorithm [1] , we improve a self-adaptive algorithm, which combine encryption method with the image's position and energy distribution information.
Ergodic Matrix
An m×n digital gray scale image can be noted as follows: 
is a bijective function from Q m×n to the set of {1,2,…,mn−1,mn}. In other words, an ergodicity of a two dimensional matrix is an order in which each element of the matrix is accessed exactly once.
Example. Some common ergodic patterns are shown in Fig.1 . Example. A matrix as follows is defined as a main ergodic matrix.
In a similar way, we also present the definition of row, column, curve, spiral ergodic matrix, shown in Fig.2 . 
Ergodic matrix and permutation
A quick scrambling of image pixel permutation can be realized by ergodic matrix.
Realizing permutation by ergodic matrix
Example. For instance, we can make an Ergodicity of digital image matrix through the ergodic pattern represented by R m×n and arrange the results line by line, shown in Fig.3 . Hence, an image data permutation is realized. 4 Arnold permutation, Hilbert permutation and Magic square permutation mentioned above are limited to n×n matrices. Furthermore, some kinds of permutations are limited to particular degree, such as Hilbert permutation, which can only be realized for matrix with degree of 2 k (k=2,3,4,…). Meanwhile, due to the special matrix used for permutation, encryption security is reduced.
In the next section we propose some kinds of permutation algorithms induced from erogic matrix, having a better chaos property.
Standardization and Derivative Algorithms

Standardization of normal digital matrix
According to an ergodic pattern such as a main ergodicity, we list the elements in a matrix Q m×n , which hasn't been listed and appears the first time. At the same time, the appearance order of each element is recorded in the corresponding position in a new ergodic matrix R m×n . We denote R m×n as an Ergodition of matrix Q m×n by main ergodicity.
For an arbitrary matrix Q m×n , if its elements set is a sub-set of a totally ordered set, then Q m×n can give birth to an new ergodic matrix sorted by the main ergodicity, shown in Fig.5 . Fig.5 Ergodic matrices of basic permutation Note that, in this paper, all discussions are on the basis of main ergodicity without special explanation.
Permutation method deduced
Random-matrix permutation
In previous section, for each matrix, we can transform it into an ergodic one. Then, by using randomizer and setting user's password as seed, we can get m×n numbers to generate an digital matrix P m×n , which will produce an ergodic matrix R m×n . Shown in Fig.6 Image-aided permutation is an easy and fast algorithm. Because there is a great deal of data in an image, just simple scrambling can make it difficult to distinguish the encrypted image from the original one.
We give an illustration in Fig.7 .
Self-Adaptive Image Encryption
The position permutation algorithms [2−5] , which scramble the positions of original data, can be uniformly realized with ergodic matrices. However, the weakness of pure position permutation algorithm is pointed out, and the decryption probability of pure-position permutation algorithms is verified theoretically using probability theory [1] .
So we must improve permutation algorithm to defend the known-plaintext attack. Inspired by the image-aided permutation algorithm, maybe, we could encrypt images by the data. 
Encryption rule
We define encryption rules as follows, shown in Fig.8 . Step 1. Produce encryption sequence
At first, we get user's password and change it into a binary stream S, such as "1010110…". In the encryption system, "0" and "1" have been explained as ergodic patterns, which are noted as R 0 and R 1 respectively.
Step 2. Pretreatment
Before encryption, we scramble the image Q first. For example, we can use Hilbert erogdicity.
Step 
Speed and safety
(1) The speed of the algorithm is very fast.
(2) The algorithm is strong under known-plaintext attack.
Data validity
In image-aided encryption algorithm, if the assistant image has one pixel different with the original one, the recover result is different obviously. This is named ergodic matrix encryption's chaos property. If the encrypted image data have few loss during transformation, it can't be recovered. For its location information have been changed, if transform it some times, the difference is expanded distinctly and it can't be recovered. We can use this to validate the data.
Moreover, we can prove that encryption affection has relation with encrypt order, namely, if one bit is not accorded, the encrypted image can't be recovered.
Simulation Results and Conclusions
We select gray image of size 128×128, called "Lenna", as image waiting for encryption, and use pure position algorithm and self-adaptive encrypt algorithm respectively 
